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"I am peculiarly one of those persons
who does not 'despise the day of small
things.' I believe in planting acorns
under such circumstances as will
permit the growth of large oak trees."
—E.W. Scripps in his letter to President
Hughes on April 18, 1922.
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From the Director
Dear friends–
Reflecting on 2021, I continue to be inspired by my colleagues’ creativity and
enduring commitment to our mission. We not only persevered through the
COVID-19 pandemic, we ultimately prospered despite it. Hurdles we faced
in 2020 led to positive changes in 2021, such as a virtual version of OMA,
a partnership with AARP that led to over 1,500 media hits, an increase in
donors and gifts from 2020, and very high levels of awards and funding for
our students and staff.
Behind every amazing accomplishment is the same story: teams pulling
together, individuals supporting each other, and an organization that is
clear about its mission and values. As you will see in the following pages,
our mission to make a positive difference in the lives of aging individuals,
their families, and communities comes through in everything that we do.

SUZANNE KUNKEL, Ph.D.

Thank you for your interest in and support of our work. We are eagerly
looking forward to celebrating our 100th anniversary in 2022 and welcome
your participation. Save the date for our celebratory in-person event
September 9 and 10!
Sincerely,

Suzanne Kunkel, Ph.D.
Executive Director, Scripps Gerontology Center
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OUR MISSION

VALUES STATEMENT

Our mission is to do work that
makes a positive difference in
the lives of aging individuals,
their families and communities,
and to meet the needs of aging
societies.

Our outstanding reputation is built on
shared values of integrity, collaboration,
and commitment to excellence.

VISION
To be the national leader for trusted
research, useful information, and
transformative educational experiences
that contribute to dignified and engaged
lives for all older adults.

We accomplish our mission
through excellence in
Research, Education, and
Service.

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC PROGRAM SUPPORT PAMELA MAYBERRY RETIRES
After

serving

Miami

students are included in Scripps projects. It is a real

University and the Scripps

strength of the organization,” Mayberry stated. “I miss

Gerontology Center for 20

the joys of working with gerontology students and my

years, Director of Academic

day-to-day interactions with gerontology faculty and

Program Support Pamela

Scripps staff members. Scripps is a great place to work.”

Mayberry retired in the
summer of 2021. Mayberry

Leah Janssen, recent Ph.D. graduate and Mayberry's

provided

and

successor, stated, "Pam's ability to empathically

graduate

connect with students made all of us feel so welcome

gerontology,

and appreciated, which was so affirming when I made

was a member of research

the decision to leave my professional career and start

support
programs

leadership
to
in

teams, and coordinated educational events.

the doctoral program."

“During my time at Scripps, I learned about the power

Mayberry's time and work at Miami University

of a collaborative model (and spirit) in the workplace.

influenced students, faculty, and staff, and her

The strong value placed on collaboration sets the tone

contributions will forever be a part of the Scripps legacy.

for how work is done, and how staff interact, and how
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Discovering the possibilities
COVID-19 might have altered some of our research collection methods,
but it didn’t affect our ability to obtain funding for future projects. For the
second year in a row, we increased our total research funding, which allows
us to continue the research that is central to our mission. The Ohio Family
Satisfaction Survey also returned in 2021, and our partnership with AARP
to create the COVID-19 Nursing Home Dashboard led to over 1,500 media
hits. Our award-winning researchers are making differences that have a
nation-wide impact.
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THE OHIO FAMILY SATISFACTION SURVEY RETURNS
Post-pandemic, Scripps is once again gathering data on long-term care facilities across Ohio.
2021 marked 20 years since Ohio became the first state

can also use our information to improve their care,

to gather consumer input about nursing homes and

and we help prospective residents and families learn

residential care facilities (RCFs) from both residents

what others think about the care settings they’re

and families. In partnership with the Ohio Department

considering," Principal Investigator Jane Straker, Ph.D.

of Aging (ODA), the Ohio Family Satisfaction Survey

stated. "This project really fits with the Scripps mission

was created to engage with families of nursing home

of making a difference.”

and residential care facility residents within the state
of Ohio.

Since Scripps began distributing the surveys 15 years
ago, changes in long-term services and supports have

Family and resident input becomes part of a consumer

been dramatic. As new cohorts of residents enter long-

guide (www.ltcohio.gov) supported by the Ohio Long-

term care settings, expectations about how services

Term Care Ombudsman at ODA that reports the

should be provided evolve. Surveys for both residents

results of these consumer surveys, along with other

and families were extensively revised in 2015 as a result.

information such as facility surveys and deficiencies,
quality measures (based on the National Minimum Data

“It’s important to be flexible. As society changes, we

Set for nursing home residents), and information added

must be able to change as well. Adaptability was

by facilities. Facilities provide information including

essential, especially working through the pandemic,”

services available, costs, rules and policies, and special

Straker explained.

programs. Aside from a brief hiatus from 2003-2005,
Scripps Gerontology Center has gathered consumer
input from nursing home and RCF families every other

Care

has

become

increasingly

person-centered,

reflecting an individual’s values and preferences, and

year since 2001.

based on positive relationships among residents and

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for feedback

the dedicated work on this project.

about and support from Ohio’s long-term care programs
was greater than ever. Due to the ramifications the

staff. The changing landscape of long-term care drives

To learn more, visit www.ltc.ohio.gov.

pandemic had on older adults, Scripps also implemented
a supplemental COVID-19 response survey that allowed
families of those in long-term care facilities to provide
feedback from their experiences with care during the
pandemic.
“Our work with ODA on these family surveys is
something that Scripps is extremely proud of. We not
only give a voice to residents and families, but providers

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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RESEARCH BY THE NUMBERS

1,917

The number of times people visited the
Ohio Population Website, which is
funded by the Ohio Long-Term Care
Project.
Our Researchers with Aging
Interests Are From:

SUPPORT

64

publications in journals, books,
and reports produced by our faculty
and staff in 2021. That's a 42% increase
from last year.

This includes:

17 DEPARTMENTS &
6 COLLEGES/SCHOOLS
in addition to Scripps &
the Graduate School

140

BUDGET

Number of times Scripps,
Scripps research staff,
and fellows were
directly mentioned in
the media in 2021.

51 journal articles in
peer-reviewed publications

&
9 reports,
2 book chapters, and 2
edited or authored books.

RESEARCH FUNDING BY SOURCE
48.55% Aging Network

We generated

$2,794,036

11.06% Department of
Higher Education

in external research funding.
11.96% Foundations
28.43% Federal
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PARTNERSHIP WITH AARP LEADS TO OVER 1,500 MEDIA HITS
Scripps Gerontology Center in collaboration with the

“The reach of this project has been phenomenal. It’s great

AARP Public Policy Institute (PPI) created the AARP

to see our collaboration with AARP PPI actually making

Nursing Home COVID-19 Dashboard. Using facility data

a difference on such a large scale,” said Co-Principal

collected by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid, we

Investigator Jane Straker, Ph.D.

constructed national and state nursing home metrics
on five categories: resident cases and deaths, staff cases

The dashboard is updated monthly and is available on

and deaths, personal protective equipment, worker

AARP’s website.

shortages, and vaccinations. The AARP/PPI dashboard
allows users to quickly see short and long-term trends
of these categories across the country.
Research Scholar Ian “Matt” Nelson, Co-Principal
Investigator of the AARP COVID-19 State Long-Term
Care Dashboard project explained, “When we first
came across this opportunity, we thought, ‘how can we
use this national and publicly available data on over
15,000 nursing homes to give users useful and timely
information about the impact of the COVID virus on
their states’ nursing home residents and staff?’”
The online dashboard was the answer. Since its August
2020 release, the dashboard’s national and state data
have been the subject of over 1,500 news articles
nationwide.

COLONIAL SERVICES LONG-TERM CARE
RESEARCH AWARD
The $500 Colonial Senior Services Long-Term Care
Research Award is presented to a gerontology
graduate student for outstanding research or
program development in long-term care. In 2021,
this award was presented to three graduate
students: Miranda Corpora (Ph.D.), Megan Kelley
(MGS), and Athena Koumoutzis (Ph.D.).

Miranda
Corpora

Megan
Kelley

Athena
Koumoutzis

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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Impacting our next generation
Education has become an integral part of who we are. Our award-winning
faculty members do more than teach—they mentor students. As a result,
our students are award-winners themselves, publishing impactful research
that contributes to ongoing learning. And we have expanded our efforts
to not only educate our students and staff, but also our community as a
whole. In 2021, Miami University became the second school in Ohio to be
recognized as an age-friendly university. Our executive director published
a textbook that will be used across the country. And through all of the
curveballs the pandemic threw, our graduate students persevered, giving
more presentations and earning awards for their efforts.
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“AGING, SOCIETY, AND THE LIFE COURSE” PUBLISHED
Can you talk about what it was like to co-author a book
with Richard Settersten?
It was a total joy to work with Rick. He is a brilliant
thinker, a leader in the field, a gifted writer, a respected
colleague, and a dear friend. Throughout the reframing
and writing of the book, we had an opportunity to think
through and discuss lots of ideas, decide priorities for
what were the most important new trends and ideas
that needed to be incorporated, and keep each other
focused on one of our major goals: making the book
Executive Director of Scripps Gerontology Center
Suzanne Kunkel, Ph.D. published her 3rd book
“Aging, Society, and the Life Course.” The texbook hit
bookshelves nationwide in 2021. The sixth edition has
a stronger focus on diversity, equity and inclusion, and
the ways in which structural factors help shape the
opportunities and experiences of aging. We sat down
with Dr. Kunkel to discuss her perspective on the book.
What inspired you to write this book?
Bob Atchley—Director of Scripps from 1974 to 1998 and
one of my mentors—had a vision for the first edition
of this book, which we refined with feedback from
educators and researchers in the field. This revision
was inspired by significant changes in the field of
gerontology including new generations of theories,
lines of scholarship that have evolved to address new
questions, concepts and innovations such as agingin-place initiatives, diverse family structures within
which aging people are situated, critiques of successful
aging, and the notion of precarity.
What was the biggest challenge you faced?
Time! For both my co-author (Rick Settersten) and me,
we had to balance our enthusiasm for this book project
with demands of administrative positions, teaching,
research, and other writing projects.

more accessible to students. Starting with input from
some of our students, we worked hard together to
write for students as the primary audience, rather
than instructors who already had knowledge and
commitment to the field. We shared a desire to help
students see why gerontology and aging matter to them,
and we worked together to make sure that goal was
honored. It was a privilege to work with Rick on this
massive project; I learned a lot from him and I appreciate
the deepening of our relationship as colleagues that
happened during this process.
What was/is the best part of writing this?
Writing a textbook is a great opportunity to read new
things and get a fresh perspective on what is happening
in the field. As noted above, it was also great to work with
Rick. The previous editions were done with my colleague
and friend, Leslie Morgan; I always appreciated her
teaching and scholarship, and the ways that she helped
me be a better writer (and more respectful of deadlines).
Building on those positive experiences with Leslie, this
collaboration with Rick opened some new doors for us.
What would you say to someone who was thinking
about writing their own book?
Develop a good working relationship with your editor
and your co-author; make expectations clear and
discuss your workstyles. Decide your highest priorities
for what the book will accomplish.

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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MIAMI RECOGNIZED AS AGE-FRIENDLY UNIVERSITY
Miami University has been accepted into the
Age-Friendly University (AFU) global network,
comprising more than 70 universities that have
endorsed the 10 Age-Friendly University Principles and
committed themselves to becoming more age-friendly
in their programs and policies. Miami is only the second
university in Ohio to receive such a designation.
By joining the network, Miami gains access to exclusive
opportunities to learn about emerging age-friendly
efforts and it will contribute to an educational
movement of social, personal, and economic benefit to
students of all ages.
"This designation is a very important message about
Miami University's commitment to age inclusiveness,”
said Suzanne Kunkel, executive director of the Scripps
Gerontology Center.
“Miami established one of the first graduate programs
in gerontology in the world, and is home to one of the
nation's most vibrant gerontology research centers. The
AFU designation recognizes those accomplishments,
and opens the door to new initiatives to be more
intentionally welcoming and inclusive to people of all
ages,” she said.
Miami has woven the 10 principles of the network
seamlessly into its community. For instance, it
incorporates older adults in core activities of the
university, from emeritus faculty serving on thesis
and dissertation committees to offering more than 70
courses and events each semester through the Institute
for Learning in Retirement. Each year, the Miami
Alumni Association hosts Grandparents College, an
event that allows Miami alumni and their grandchildren
ages 8-12 to come together for a three-day educational
experience on Miami’s Oxford campus. Miami has also
been a partner in the Age Friendly Oxford initiative,
which works to create a livable community for people
of all ages.
Opening Minds Through Art (OMA) is one of the more
unique programs at Miami, said Elizabeth "Like" Lokon,
OMA's founder. “Miami students support older adults
10
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living with dementia to express their creativity. Not
only does this promote intergenerational connections,
but it also creates beautiful artwork,” she said. This
intergenerational program is now being used in more
than 200 facilities across the U.S. and Canada.
Miami Online, formerly known as eLearning Miami,
is actively widening access to online educational
opportunities for older adults and other non-traditional
students. Last year, Miami’s Institute for Learning in
Retirement moved its programming online in order
to meet the needs of its students during the global
pandemic. Due to its popularity and success, the online
mode of delivery will continue to be an option even after
in-classroom programming resumes.
Further informing the university’s research and
teaching agenda, Scripps Gerontology Center conducts
a wide range of aging-related research in areas that
include demography, long-term services and supports,
caregiving, program evaluation, the aging workforce,
and arts and dementia programming.
“Our research is centered on providing good, useful
information for decision makers that can improve the
lives of older adults and their families,” Jane Straker,
director of research at Scripps, said.
Through undergraduate courses and academic programs
in gerontology, Miami works to educate its student body
about aging and the complexity and richness it brings.
Undergraduate courses such as “Big ideas in Aging” and
“Global Aging” fulfill liberal education requirements and
introduce students to aspects of individual and societal
aging. In addition, Scripps Gerontology Center offers
lunchtime presentations and public lectures on agingrelated topics for the entire university community.
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In 2021, 22 gerontology graduate
students gave 52 presentations
at national, state, and regional
conferences. That is a 173%
increase from last year!

STUDENTS PERSEVERED DURING COVID-19
The graduate student learning experience continued
to adjust and adapt throughout 2021. In the spring
of 2021, many students attended in-person learning,
while some students taught and attended synchronous
classes online. However, in the fall of 2021, there was
an overall transition back to fully in-person learning
and in-person commencement ceremonies. This shift
reflected campus-wide efforts to create and maintain
a safe and healthy learning environment with
mandatory masking and vaccinations. MGS students
successfully completed their summer practicum
placements in organizations around the nation, in
both remote and in-person modalities. Our graduate
students and faculty were flexible and resilient, as
demonstrated by the significant increase in student
conference presentations and their ability to produce

5 graduate
students won 7
awards in 2021.

peer-reviewed publications and be selected for awards.

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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Giving back to others
We’re expanding our efforts to make a difference nationwide. And we’re
willing to go beyond the normal work week to do it. Although initially
forced to go remote, Opening Minds through Art (OMA) found statistical
success in their virtual version, which supported their efforts in developing
ScrippsAVID. Our director of OMA won multiple awards for her efforts, and
one of our research fellows was elected President of OAGE. Our efforts are
being recognized because our work makes a difference and matters.
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OMA GRANTED NEXTFIFTY AND MAUDES AWARDS TO HELP FUND SCRIPPSAVID
Opening Minds through Art (OMA), an intergenerational

intergenerational friendships through art-making,”

art program that pairs students with older adults to

Director of OMA Elizabeth “Like” Lokon, Ph.D. said.

create art and develop meaningful relationships, had a
year full of recognition of their work with older adults.

The ScrippsAVID application will be freely available for
people living with and without dementia to share art,

On September 18, 2021, OMA was awarded $25,000 and

stories, music, poetry, and to connect with others across

announced as a recipient of the 2nd Annual Maude’s

generations. “This funding will not only allow us to

Awards for Innovations in Alzheimer’s Care—an

build more intergenerational friendships,” Lokon says,

organization created to enrich the quality of life for

“it will also address the social isolation and loneliness

persons living with Alzheimer’s disease and related

that have been exacerbated by the pandemic.”

dementias and their care partners.
ScrippsAVID is expected to launch in Summer 2022.
In addition to this achievement, OMA received a $58,678
grant from NextFifty Initiative, a Colorado-based

To learn more about Maude’s Awards for Innovations

foundation that supports efforts to improve the lives of

in Alzheimer’s Care, visit www.maudesawards.org.

older adults and their caregivers.

To learn more about the NextFifty Initiative, visit
www.next50initiative.org.

“OMA is honored to be selected for these awards. This
prize will help us develop a web-based application of
OMA that we are calling ScrippsAVID—Arts-based,
Virtual, Intergenerational, and Dementia-friendly—so
that we can reach more people and continue to build

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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ELIZABETH “LIKE” LOKON, PH.D. SELECTED TO FULLBRIGHT
SCHOLARS PROGRAM AND NAMED OAEA’S 2021
DISTINGUISHED CITIZEN FOR ART EDUCATION
2021 was a successful

will share their work with the students and discuss how

year

their art may be adapted so that it is accessible to people

for

“Like”

Elizabeth

Lokon,

Lokon

Ph.D.

began

the

living with dementia. She also hopes to offer seminars
and public lectures.

year being selected
Fullbright

Becoming a Fullbright Scholar wasn’t the end of her

Scholar. Her project,

success in 2021 though. Lokon went on to win the Ohio

"Using Art to Teach

Art Education Association’s (OAEA) 2021 Distinguished

Intergenerational Service Learning for People Living

Citizen for Art Education award. This award recognized

with Dementia," intends to bring Opening Minds

her outstanding performance as an art educator and

through Art (OMA) to Atma Jaya Catholic University of

her work that has greatly impacted her students and

Indonesia.

community.

as

a

diverse

Lokon was nominated for this distinction from the

opportunities for U.S. academics, administrators,

membership of almost 2,000 art educators statewide

and professionals to teach, research, do professional

because of her long-term commitment to the visual arts

projects, and attend seminars abroad. For Lokon,

as an educator, gerontologist, and artist in founding

Fulbright offered the infrastructure to educate students

OMA.

The

Fulbright

Scholar

Program

offers

beyond Miami and opportunities to collaborate with
colleagues around the world.

“I am so grateful for the opportunities I’ve been given,”

Lokon plans to invite local experts in dementia as guest

look forward to making an impact on a global scale.”

Lokon said. “These awards mean so much to me and I

speakers. Indonesian artists, musicians, and dancers

KATE DE MEDEIROS, PH.D. ELECTED PRESIDENT OF OAGE
Professor

and

Scripps

19, as well as the decline in support for gerontology

Fellow Kate de Medeiros,

programs across the state—despite the need for more

Ph.D. was elected president

gerontologists—there has never been a more critical

of the Ohio Association of

time for OAGE,” de Medeiros stated.

Gerontology and Education
(OAGE), an association of

OAGE promotes gerontological education, supports

educators,

researchers,

Ohio’s aging network as a resource for research and

professionals, and students

practice, and provides professional development for

in

to

students, faculty, and professionals. Additionally, OAGE

education,

serves as the official technical advisory body of the Ohio

Ohio

dedicated

gerontological

research, and practice.

Department of Aging on issues of education, training,
and research in aging.

"Given the national rise in ageism as a result of COVID14
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SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

IN 2021, OPENING MINDS
THROUGH ART INVOLVED:

149 Miami students,
53 Older adults, &
professionals
114 Healthcare
trained as facilitators

We have 18 staff
members and 11 affiliated
gerontology faculty.
In 2021, those faculty and
staff gave 50 presentations
at professional meetings.

VIRTUAL OMA SHOWS COMPARABLE OUTCOMES AS IN-PERSON CLASSES
When higher education classes went virtual at the start

students’ attitudes toward people living with dementia

of the COVID-19 pandemic, converting an in-person,

as effectively as face-to-face courses.

arts-based, service-learning course into a meaningful,
virtual experience seemed impossible. However, the

The older adults who participated also gained a great

Opening Minds through Art (OMA) program was up to

deal through their interactions with the students.

the challenge.

Mickey Bement, an OMA volunteer turned OMA
participant, shared her perspective with the OMA team.

OMA developed online courses where students met
older adults weekly over Zoom to share and discuss

“I am so grateful for the opportunity to interact with

art, music, stories, and poetry. In total, nearly 150

students and engage in enjoyable activities. The ability

undergraduate students at Miami participated in the

to meet through Zoom has been an excellent tether

virtual courses throughout 2021. These students came

during the pandemic,” Bement said.

from a variety of majors and had varying experience
interacting with people who are living with dementia. In
order to compare the in-person experience to the virtual
one, pre- and post-assessments were administered to
students at the start and end of the academic semesters.
The results of the analysis revealed that students in
virtual OMA courses showed significant improvement
in areas such as general knowledge about dementia,
affection, social comfort level, kinship, and engagement
and enthusiasm when interacting with people living
with dementia, which was comparable to the in-person
classes. Overall, these results suggests it is possible to
design a virtual service-learning course that improves

Virtual OMA classes will continue in 2022, in addition
to the launch of ScrippsAVID, which is based on the
structure of the virtual class.
“OMA helps me be present to the possibilities of a fuller
'last chapter' through activities that are stimulating,
bring joy and variety, and introduce people I have little
or no other way of encountering,” Bement continued.
She credits Elizabeth Lokon and the team at OMA for
being swift to adapt the program to the virtual platform
in order to continue this important intergenerational
experience and to offer an alternative to confinement
among older adults during the pandemic.

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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Cultivating our efforts
Our diverse funding portfolio and commitment to excellence in research
began with the original 1922 endowment from E.W. Scripps. In 2021, our
total operating budget was $3,200,479. This number is more than our total
funding; it’s the fruit of meaningful partnerships forged around common
questions and a desire for useful answers. It’s also an investment in the
next generation of students and leaders.
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Research is the core of what we do. In 2021, Scripps
managed 50 externally-funded research grants
that generated almost $2.8 million in funding.
That’s 82% of our total operating budget funded
through our research.
We are also a vital part of the Miami community.
Our leadership in education and our focus on
external funding are important contributions
to the Miami mission. In 2021, Miami provided
16.5% of our budget to help us deliver on our
mission.

BUDGET

Our total operating budget in
2021 was

$3,200,479
82% Funded Research
16.5% Miami
University Support

We’re only as strong as our foundation and our
original endowment from E.W. Scripps is the
cornerstone that has made it all possible. It’s a
rock-solid connection to our origins that has
helped us earn recognition as one of the premier
institutions in aging research and education.

200,000
150,000

SUPPORT

1.5% E.W. Scripps
Endowment

$194,752

$130,369

$122,556

100,000
50,000
0

2019

2020

2021

Our total donations increased
59% from 2020 to 2021.
SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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THANK YOU, DONORS
These generous people have helped sustain our work through charitable donations. We
couldn't do all that we do without our donors. Their support helps extend our capacity to
meet our mission year in and year out.

»

Robert A. Applebaum

»

Alexandra N. Heppner

»

William J. & Linda Muthig

»

Jeffrey L. & Elizabeth Reuss
Baiocchi

»

Jennifer L. Heston-Mullins

»

Kathryn T. Myles

»

Lynn Stevens & Cornelius N.
Bakker, III

»

Lora L. Jackson

»

Rosemarie Oakman

»

Leah M. Janssen

»

Courtney O'Banion

»

Cheryl Johnson

»

John M. O'Brien

»

Steve Jozwiak

»

David & Cynthia S. Osborne

»

Harvey M. & Marilyn Button
Juarez

»

Victoria R. Pace

»

Diane F. Perlmutter

»

Kevin W. Poore

»

Quanhong Qiu

»

Margaret A. Reilly

»

Michael E. & Cynthia Hann
Ripberger

»

Richard & Carrie Cherrington
Barnett

»

Dawn Hatch Barrett

»

Michael & Theresa Condetti
Beck

»

Mark A. & Jodi Israel Kolada

»

Richard L. & Mary E. Bement

»

Suzanne R. Kunkel

»

Emily Bostian

»

Colonel Lawrence S. Laronge

»

Madison N. Brandon

»

Donald & Lora Lloyd Lawrence

»

David L. Brown

»

Thomas & Denise Lewis

»

Alison Cada

»

Steven R. & April I. Lewis

»

Marc A. & Julie Saltz Rubin

»

William & Joanne Clausen

»

Sherry R. Lind

»

»

Michael J. Scott & Torey W.
Corrado

»

James A. & Carol Young
Longenecker

Steven R. & Susanne Brower
Sadler

»

Brianne L. Safer

»

Michael & Maureen
Cunningham

»

Katharine M. Lueckel

»

Marilyn J. Scripps

»

Judith de Luce

Constance Frazier Malone

»

»

»

Jason E. & Amy Greenbaum
Shaiman

»

Tasha N. Dean

Steven J. & Elise Roberts
Martin

»

Tiffany A. Shea

»

Patrick & Teresa Depover

»

Heather Young Dunsmore

Loren D. & Kathy L. Newton
May

»

»

Andrew Garrison & Cecilia M.
Shore

»

Stephanie A. Eson

»

»

Sydney J. Skibinski

»

Theodore & Marietta Faszer

Pamela S. Mayberry & Dan P.
Schumann

»

Melissa L. Smith

»

Mackenzie R. Feathers

»

Jane Karnes Straker

»

Richard & Maude Ferry
Foundation

»

David R. Sunderland

»

Constance Swank

»

University of Cincinnati

»

Jerilynn Ward

»

Stacy West

»
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Jacqueline Lavko Forbes

»

Caroleigh M. McCloy

»

Julie P. McKay

»

Kent L. McRae

»

David M. & Ellen Mescher
Miller

»

Vincent T. & Jill Holland
Frieden

»

»

Peter Grabosky

Timothy C. & Caryn Merrill
Mori

Lisa Wyatt Grant

»

Laurie E. Mouradian

»

»

Anita C. Wilson

»

Coleen A. Hanna

»

Murstein Alumni Center

»

Sean F. & Frances R. Yates

Elizabeth Jaso Hanna

»

Richard F. Muthig

»

»

Meghan A. Young
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KOLADA GIFT WILL HELP FUTURE GERONTOLOGY STUDENTS
Miami Merger Mark (MGS ’98) and Jodi (MGS ’98) Kolada give back to the program they attended.
Mark and Jodi Kolada

Keren Brown Wilson of Assisted Living Concepts a few

studied gerontology at

months before graduation. I lined up an interview and

Miami University, where

got a job in Nebraska as a Start Manager for that region

they both graduated with

in Assisted Living.” Today, Mark is a Regional Director

Master of Gerontological

for Life Care Services, a third-party management and

Studies

development service for Continuing Care Retirement

(MGS)

degrees

in 1998. After successful

Communities.

careers in the field, the
Koladas decided to give

Jodi followed Mark to Nebraska and began her career

back to the community

in a social services role at a skilled nursing facility.

that

Now, she works as the Director of Business and

brought

them

together.

Caregiver Outreach with a non-profit that offers home
and community-based services to individuals with

As an undergraduate student at the University of

dementia and their caregivers. “While we took different

Manitoba, Mark lived three years with an older aunt and

paths in our careers in the senior industry, we both

an uncle with Alzheimer’s while he took gerontology

view our work with older adults and their families as

courses. “When you can apply what you are learning in

a special gift. It is fulfilling to know we are helping to

school to real life family situations, it has a profound

make a difference,” she explained.

impact,” Mark said. After completing his bachelor’s
degree, Mark continued his education in gerontology at

Mark and Jodi’s gift will sponsor a summer fellowship

Miami University.

for an MGS student.

Jodi’s gerontological interest stemmed from her time

Reflecting on their positive experiences at Miami

spent with older adults in the community where her

University, the Koladas always had a goal of giving back

paternal grandmother lived. “The joy and natural

at some point. The ability to do it while they are still

comfort I had with relatives and non-familial older

alive is something they are proud to accomplish.

adults inspired me to pursue a minor in gerontology at
Rutgers and further that education at Miami University,”

“I always tell people Miami was good for two things: 1,

Jodi explained.

finding a spouse and 2, getting a degree!” Mark said. “We

Mark and Jodi met in August 1996 at the start of

two things and are very pleased to pay it forward.”

will always be indebted to Miami and Scripps for those

their MGS program. After a year of being friends and
colleagues, the two made their relationship official and
later married in September of 2000.
Currently residing in North Carolina, Mark and Jodi
have both enjoyed a successful career path. Mark
credits his career launch to Scripps Research Fellow
and Professor Robert Applebaum, Ph.D.
“Dr. Applebaum helped put me in contact with the CEO

Graduation day, 1998
SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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2021 Research Fellows
Appointment as a Scripps Research Fellow acknowledges significant ongoing contributions to
research and scholarship in the field of aging by current and emeritus Miami University faculty.
Katherine Abbott, PhD, MGS
Associate Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology

Angela Curl, PhD
Assistant Professor, Family Science
& Social Work

Sara J. McLaughlin, PhD
Associate Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology

Helaine Alessio, PhD
Professor & Chair, Kinesiology & Health

Kate de Medeiros, PhD
O’Toole Family Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology; Affiliate, Women’s, Gender,
& Sexuality Studies

Elise Radina, PhD
Professor & Chair, Family Science
& Social Work

Robert A. Applebaum, PhD
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology
John Bailer, PhD
University Distinguished Professor
& Chair, Statistics; Affiliate Member,
Sociology & Gerontology

Bob De Schutter, PhD
C. Michael Armstrong Associate
Professor, Interactive Media Studies

Amy Roberts, PhD
Associate Professor, Family Science
& Social Work

Saruna Ghimire, PhD
Assistant Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology

Sherrill Sellers, PhD
Professor, Family Science & Social Work;
Associate Dean, College of Education,
Health & Society

Cameron Hay-Rollins, PhD
Professor & Chair, Anthropology

Janardan Subedi, PhD
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology

J. Scott Brown, PhD
Professor & Chair, Sociology &
Gerontology

Jennifer M. Kinney, PhD
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology;
Director of Graduate Studies,
Sociology & Gerontology

Jonathon Vivoda, PhD, MPH
Assistant Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology

Jennifer Bulanda, PhD
Associate Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology

Kelly Knollman-Porter, PhD
Associate Professor, Speech Pathology
& Audiology

William P. Berg, PhD
Professor, Kinesiology & Health
John Bowblis, PhD
Professor, Economics

Dennis Cheatham, MFA
Associate Professor, Art
20
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Liz Wilson, PhD
Professor, Comparative Religion
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2021 Scripps Staff and Gerontology Faculty
Aaron Abbott, MGS
Assistant Lecturer, Organizational
Leadership & Gerontology,
Sociology & Gerontology

Robert Graham, PhD
Scripps Research Scholar;
Adjunct Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology

Katherine Abbott, PhD, MGS
Associate Professor,
Sociology & Gerontology

Lisa Grant
Scripps Program Associate

Karla Akin
Scripps Research Assistant
Robert A. Applebaum, PhD
Scripps Director of the Ohio
Long-Term Care Research Project;
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology
Tonya K. Barger
Scripps Administrative Assistant
J. Scott Brown, PhD
Professor and Chair, Sociology &
Gerontology
Asia Collier
Scripps Communications Specialist
Phyllis A. Cummins, PhD
Senior Research Scholar;
Adjunct Associate Professor,
Sociology & Gerontology
Maureen Cunningham
Scripps Accounting Technician
Tasha Dean, MA
Scripps Associate Director of Strategic
Communications
Oksana Dikhtyar, PhD
Scripps Senior Research Associate
Kate de Medeiros, PhD
O’Toole Family Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology; Affiliate, Women’s,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Irene Friedman, MA
Scripps Lead Artist of Opening
Minds through Art (OMA)
Saruna Ghimire, PhD
Assistant Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology

Michael Ream, PhD
Scripps Senior Research Associate
Jane K. Straker, PhD
Scripps Director of Research,
Senior Research Scholar;
Adjunct Associate Professor,
Sociology & Gerontology

Gwendolyn Hall
Scripps Senior Research Technician

Brad Simcock, PhD
Scripps Lead Artist of Opening
Minds through Art (OMA)

Abigail Helsinger, MS
Scripps Senior Research Associate

Janardan Subedi, PhD
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology

Alexandra N. Heppner
Scripps Senior Research Assistant
Jennifer Heston-Mullins, PhD, LISW
Scripps Research Scholar;
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology
Leah Janssen, PhD
Assistant Director for Academic Programs
and Research Support

Jonathon Vivoda, PhD, MPH
Assistant Professor, Sociology &
Gerontology
Meghan Young, MGS
Scripps Associate Director of Opening
Minds through Art (OMA); Adjunct
Instructor, Sociology & Gerontology

Cheryl Johnson
Scripps Director of Finance & Operations
Jennifer M. Kinney, PhD
Professor, Department of Sociology &
Gerontology, Director of Graduate
Studies, Sociology & Gerontology
Suzanne R. Kunkel, PhD
Scripps Executive Director;
University Distinguished Professor,
Sociology & Gerontology
Elizabeth “Like” Lokon, PhD
Scripps Director of Opening Minds
through Art (OMA); Adjunct Associate
Professor, Sociology & Gerontology
Pamela Mayberry, MGS
Scripps Director of Academic Program
Support
Sara J. McLaughlin, PhD
Associate Professor, Sociology
& Gerontology
Ian “Matt” Nelson, MGS
Scripps Research Scholar
Courtney Parker
Scripps Communications Specialist

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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SUPPORTING ALUMNI: COTTRELL AWARD WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Each year, Scripps Gerontology Center presents selected Miami University gerontology alumni with the W. Fred
Cottrell Distinguished Gerontology Alumni award for outstanding leadership and achievement in the field of
aging. The award includes a $1,000 honorarium. This year, the award was given to two recipients: Angela Heath and
Mark Kolada.
Heath and Kolada received their award on Tuesday, April 13, 2021, during the Cottrell Alumni Award reception. In
addition to their achievement, Heath and Kolada spoke to Miami University graduate students and alumni during
a virtual lunchtime presentation on April 2 and April 14 about how to excel in a virtual world and how to display
leadership in the field of long-term care.

Angela Heath '82

Mark Kolada '98
Heath acquired her MGS in 1982,

Kolada received his MGS

then proceeded on to become

with a concentration

a nationally recognized author

in long-term care

and program developer. She

administration in

has developed and managed

1998. From there, Mark

many award-winning projects

went on to work in the

and campaigns including,

Assisted Living field

the Eldercare Locator,

before transitioning

Circle of Friends breast

to being an Executive

cancer awareness project,

Director of a Continuing

DC Caregivers’ Institute, and the Making the Link

Care Retirement Community for 12 years.

physician engagement project. Today, Angela Heath is

Mark is currently the Director of Operations

the CEO of TKC Incorporated and offers speaking and

Management at Life Care Services where he

training services, and serves as the Dean of the Virtual

oversees management of multiple Life Plan

Speaking Academy.

communities.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are Miami University
(OH) Gerontology Alumni

LinkedIn
&

Facebook
groups.
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THANK YOU
We thank the Alumni Advisory Group
for developing creative opportunities
to connect our alumni with our current
students.

Learn more at
MiamiOH.edu/ScrippsAging/GTY-Alumni
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HEC ENSURED STAFF REMAINED CONNECTED
The Human Environment Committee (HEC) is a group of
Scripps staff members who work to create community through
organizing and hosting social events. HEC faced the challenge
of bringing people together while accommodating fluctuating
COVID-19 guidelines. However, their efforts to provide
opportunities for their colleagues during unusual times
demonstrated resilience and dedication.

CONNECT ONLINE
Want

to

know

more

about

our

work and mission? There are many
ways to get (and keep) in touch
with

us.

Visit

ScrippsAging.org

Events hosted in 2021 included:

to interact with our research and

• Scripps Secret Supporter

learn more about the students we

• "Lunch-Ins"

social media.

teach. You can also follow us on

• Tasha Dean's Virtual Baby Shower
• Zentagle

Twitter.com/ScrippsAging

• Kahoot Trivia

Instagram.com/ScrippsAging

• Pam Mayberry's Virtual Retirement Party

Youtube.com/ScrippsAging

• Lunch at Left Field Tavern

Facebook.com/
ScrippsGerontologyCenter

• Walking Challenges
• Pumpkin Decorating
• Holiday Party

CONNECT THROUGH GIVING
Another way you can connect with our mission is through giving. You can help us continue to
provide quality research, education, and service with charitable donations to these funds:
»

Scripps Enrichment Fund

»

Opening Minds through Art (OMA) Fund

»

The P.K. Whelpton Memorial Lecture Fund

»

Scripps Gerontology Center–Alumni Fund

»

The W. Fred Cottrell Leadership Development
Program Fund

»

Scripps Gerontology Center–General Fund

To give online, visit bit.ly/Scripps-Giving

SCRIPPS GERONTOLOGY CENTER 2021
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